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Welcome to the infohackit  
online design programme  
We’re so excited to bring you this new concept in design training aimed at researchers to  
help you make better infographics, visual abstracts and posters (not to mention figures,  
logos, presentations, social media, reports, policy cards…… )  

The programme lasts for 6 months (the start date is up to you), and you can join online  
workshops, complete assignments, enter competitions and get professional support and  
feedback on your work.  

The programme costs £150, and comes with your own licence for Affinity Designer,  
some excellent design software (it’s a bit like illustrator and photoshop rolled into one).  

We hope you enjoy reading this information pack. If you have any questions, or if you’d 
like to express an interest, please email peter@infohackit.com 

Best wishes,  

 

Peter & Lucy  
infohackit  
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What you need to participate  

 

You will need a computer, preferably with a webcam.  
In our workshops we will use Affinity Designer - system requirements 

 

You need to be able to install software on that computer,  
or have access to support to do so 

 

We will also use Zoom and Slack.  
The desktop clients are recommended, but both can be used in a web browser 

 

Enthusiasm and a willingness to learn and improve your skills  
The programme is “hard fun”  

 

You do NOT need any design or specific software experience 
Our training responds to meet the needs of all participants 

 

Skills you will gain 
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Your infohackit journey   
 

  

At the end of the 6 month programme  

• You’ll have a number of visual outputs and the skills to make more  

• Become an alumni to stay in the programme, access mentoring and repeat workshops  
• We’re happy to talk to your institution about what you’ve done, perhaps if you’re looking to 

gain personal professional development points.  
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Costs 
 

 

This includes:  

• Access to workshops  
(all workshops run at least once every month) 

• Access to infohackit online design mentoring and 
peer support via Slack  

• Personal goal setting and reviews  

• Monthly design competitions  

• Access to monthly webinars 

+ individual licence for Affinity Designer (for you to 
keep after the programme has ended) 

 

How do I pay? 
Once you’ve enquired about joining the programme, we will talk to you about making a payment. 
There are three ways to do it: 

1. If you’re paying for yourself, we can take a credit card payment, then register you.  

2. If your institution is paying, we’ll talk to you about invoicing. Once the invoice is paid, we’ll 
register you.  

3. If your institution has paid already, we’ll confirm and register you.  
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Workshops  
Our programme of workshops break down into core, applied and webinars. You’ll notice 
that the both core workshops are pre-requisite for all the applied workshops.  

 

Core workshops 

Design principles for visual science communication  

90 minute online workshop  

Prerequisite: None 

This workshop introduces our key design principles: 
colour, images, type and composition and explores 
their use in digital and print formats.  

This is a chance to explore some of the things you 
might already know, and to discover new things too! 

• Design principles for visual science communication gives students a solid basis in principles of 
visual communication, as well as providing an introduction to the online programme and 
learning style.  

Software training (Affinity Designer)  

3 hour online workshop  

Skills: Infographics | Posters | Visual abstracts   

Prerequisite: Design principles for visual science 
communication  

A walkthrough of Affinity Designer, our key software 
for the online programme.  

• menus, toolbars, studio palettes 
• Introduction to tools and palettes – participants watch short demonstrations and then try it 

themselves 
• Important functions – geometry and layers  
• Shapes challenge – design an icon  
• Drawing challenge – vector trace an image  
• Assignment - adding text, data and information 
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Applied workshops    

Designing an infographic   

3 hour online workshop -  
software Affinity Designer  

Prerequisites: Design principles for visual science 
communication + Software training  

Students will watch an online presentation, and  
then separate into small project teams via Zoom 
‘breakout rooms’ 
 

• Assignment: Infographic challenge – design an infographic based on a simple content brief  
• Show and tell – students submit progress to Slack for discussion  
• After the workshop, students continue working on their infographics and submit for feedback  

Designing a visual abstract   

3 hour online workshop - software Affinity Designer 

Prerequisites: Design principles for visual science 
communication + Software training  

This online workshop gives students the tools they 
need to design a visual abstract of their thesis, 
communicating whatever stage they have reached in 
their PhD.  

• Students form small peer support groups (via Zoom ‘break rooms’) and follow a design thinking 
methodology to draft their abstract as a pen and paper exercise, submitting photos via Slack. 

• Following the workshop, students can design their own visual abstract using Affinity Designer 
and submit for feedback 

Designing a research poster   

3 hour online workshop - software Affinity Designer  

Prerequisites: Design principles for visual science 
communication + Software training  

Students will watch an online presentation, and then 
view a series of case study posters to see how design 
principles have been applied, and what improvements 
have been made.   
 

• Having attended the webinar, students can submit their poster to the infohackit Slack team  
for feedback 

• Submit your poster for our Twitter poster session  
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Webinars 

Guest speakers 

1 hour webinar 

A series of Q&A interviews with guest speakers who have designed something excellent / interesting 
that can be discussed.  

Show and tell 

1 hour webinar  

Students have a chance to present their work and receive valuable feedback from the infohackit 
team and their peers.   

In depth 

1 hour webinar  

We tackle themes emerging from workshops, this might relate to using Affinity Designer (eg. the 
exploring the intricacies of the layers palette) or something more abstract, such as composition or 
print production.  

 

Outline timetable (cycle repeated every 4 weeks) 
 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 

Design principles Visual abstracts  Design principles 
(repeat) 

Posters 

Software  Competition  Software 
(repeat) 

Webinar 

Infographics   Infographics 
(repeat) 

 

Mentoring and peer support  
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About infohackit  
infohackit started in 2015 as a workshop funded by the Natural Environment Research Council as 
part of an impact acceleration grant to the Marine Knowledge Exchange Network. The following year 
it was adapted into a training programme in 2016, and then a tour of events around the UK in 2017.  
During this time we have trained hundreds of students from over 30 Universities.  

The infohackit team   

Peter & Lucy Moore Fuller  

Peter and Lucy have had a 20 year career in information design, working with dozens of clients in 
research, Higher Education and health care. We founded infohackit in 2015 and have since trained 
hundreds of researchers to improve their visual communications.  

 

 

  

 Peter  Lucy 

Favourite colour: orange  blue 

Favourite typeface: Helvetica  DIN 

If I could communicate one 
thing about visual sci comms: 

Bigger text isn’t necessarily  
more legible 

Everything is easier when you 
use whole numbers 

Enjoys: Training, crosswords  
and playing ukulele  

Being by the sea, detective 
programmes and training (of 
course!) 
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About Affinity Designer  

 

 
When infohackit started, we trained students in Adobe Illustrator (we still can for bespoke 
workshops), we’ve also done workshops in Inkscape. After some student feedback, we were asked 
to consider Affinity Designer as an alternative. It’s a terrific piece of software, and is much more 
affordable than Illustrator. It’s now the core product we use for design training.  

The programme cost includes an individual licence for Affinity Designer, which you keep after the 
programme has ended.1 

You can find out more about Affinity Designer here - https://affinity.serif.com/en-gb/designer/ 

 

 

 

 
1 Software licences are issued at the end of the software training workshop 


